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NEW QUESTION: 1
An EMC Avamar customer, without premium support, has a
requirement to be able to recover from a failed storage node.
What is the minimum amount of nodes, of all types, that is
required to support this functionality?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B
Explanation:
Single Node.
Also known as the Non-RAIN (Redundant Array of Independent
Nodes) configuration. This is the entry level configuration in
which the single node acts as the utility node and the data
storage node. When using this configuration 2 single nodes are
needed. 1 is the main backup node,andthe
2nd is used for replication purposes for fault tolerance. Used
in small to medium sized environments.

Muti-Node Non RAIN.
This is basically is a 3 node setup consisting of 1 Utility
Node and 2 Data Storage Nodes. It allows for double the storage
capacity of a Single Node device.
This configuration also needs a duplicate setup for
replication, so a total of 6 Nodes would be needed for fault
tolerance. Used in medium sized environments.
Multi-Node RAIN.
The Standard RAIN configuration has 1 UtilityNode, 4 Data
Storage Nodes and 1 Spare Node.
This
configuration can be expanded for a total of 16 Data Storage
Nodes max. All of the nodes work together to balance the
storage equally across all of the other Data Storage Nodes.
This architecture is easilyscaled by adding as many Storage
nodes as necessary. Typically used in large environments, this
configuration can be initially setup with 3 Storage nodes
instead of the standard 4 Storage nodes. It is recommended to
setup a duplicate Multi-Node RAIN for replication, typically at
a DR site. Although it is recommended, it is not a necessity
like the Non-RAIN configurations, because there is a spare node
that can be configured at any point for fault tolerance.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following organizational structures uses project
team members who are selected from within their department?
A. Strong matrix
B. Balanced matrix
C. Functional
D. Projectized
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
An application development company is considering implementing
a cloud solution to help improve time to
market with new software upgrades. The existing application has
been in use by customers for several
years and contains a large amount of code. Which of the
following types of clouds would be BEST for this
company to implement?
A. IaaS
B. PaaS
C. SaaS
D. XaaS
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Response:
A. Payment
B. Payment
C. Payment
D. Payment
Answer: A

method
means
amount
list
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